The Ghosts
Comprehension Quiz

The Ghosts can be viewed at: www.englishclub.com/ghosts

Main Characters
• Dan is the narrator in the film.
• Tim is Dan's younger brother.

1. The film starts with images of travel
   a) by road  b) by rail  c) by air

2. The narrator starts talking about an argument that he had
   a) about a house  b) with his brother  c) about an experiment

3. The film shows two figures in the window of a house. What are they doing?
   a) having dinner  b) arguing about something  c) drinking wine

4. Dan, the narrator, and his brother, Tim, then have a conversation about
   a) weather reports  b) fairy tales  c) ghosts

5. Tim offers Dan some food, but Dan
   a) doesn't want it  b) doesn't like it  c) doesn't mind it

6. After Tim goes to bed, Dan
   a) goes to bed as well  b) walks up some stairs  c) sits in distant corners

7. Dan goes to a door that he says was
   a) never closed  b) always locked  c) often opened

8. He says something once happened near the door that his family
   a) never talk about  b) are proud of  c) don't know about

9. Dan goes through the door, along a passage, and then into a room in which he appears to see
   a) a smiling man and a sad dog  b) an angry man and a cute dog  c) a sad man and an ugly dog

10. The film ends after Dan appears to shoot
    a) the man with the dog  b) the dog  c) his brother